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IN THE THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI, ASSAM 

 

Present    :  Sri A.K.Borah, 

        Sessions Judge,  

    Udalguri, Assam.  

 

Reference    : Sessions Case No.125(DU)12.  

Complainant             :  State 

          Vs 

Accused     :  Matius Aind 

  

  Charge : U/S 302/201/34 IPC 

 

Dates of hearing  : 28.8.09, 18.3.11, 29.7.13, 27.9.13, 12.6.15. 

Date of Judgment   : 12.6.2015. 

For the State   : Mr. B.Das, Public Prosecutor. 

For the accused    : Mr. M.C. Narzary, Advocate. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1.  In this case accused Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna, Matius Aind are   

put for trial for allegation of charge U/S 302/201/34 of IPC. It may be 

mentioned that during trial the case against Markus Tapno and  Simon 

Kaldulna was respectively abetted and filed. 

 

2. The prosecution case, according to FIR, in brief, is that on or about 

1.9.03 some miscreants including Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna Matius Aind 

alongwith other 9 (nine)  numbers of unknown persons equipped with Bow, 

Dao, axe, lathi, dagger etc. came to the house of informant, kidnapped 

informant’s elder brother  Sugdhan Tigga , took him towards jungle. They 

threatened informant not to disclose the matter to police station or any person. 

Otherwise she had to face dire consequences. During that time there was no 
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neighbour  in their locality. The informant suspected the miscreants may kill 

her brother. Hence this prosecution case.    

 

3. On receipt of the ejahar, the O/C, Mazbat P.S. registered the case vide 

Mazbat P.S. case No.92/03 U/S 147/447/365 IPC. After completion of usual 

investigation the O/C, Mazbat P.S. sent up the case for trial against the 

accused persons U/S 147/447/365/302/201 IPC.  On being appeared accused 

persons before the court of ld. Sessions Judge, Darrang, after hearing both 

parties ld. Sessions Judge, Darrang framed charge U/S 302/201/34 IPC. 

Particulars of the charge are read over and explained to the accused persons, 

to which they pleaded not guilty and claims to stand trial.   

 

4.  To substantiate the case, prosecution examined as many as four 

numbers of witnesses. Prosecution failed to procure the other witnesses 

including the complainant Smti. Gahani Tigga. The Executing Officers, who 

served summons to complainant Gahani Tigga and other witnesses Birtila 

Orang and Barlika Ekka are examined before this court. They proved all the 

circumstances under which  they could not execute  the summons to said 

witnesses. Prosecution failed to procure the attendance of other witness Tulu 

Tigga. Record reveals that summons to said witness was found to have been 

returned in 13 times without execution stating that  they could not trace out 

the aforesaid witnesses. Summons to other witness Nihimiya Aind is returned 

without service  reported that said witness was died. The case is remained only 

for the said witness Tulu Tigga.  

 

 Ld. counsel for accused submitted to close the evidence on the ground 

that summons issued to witness Tulu tigga were returned for thirteen times 

without execution. On the other hand accused has appeared in the court in all 

the days.  

 I have carefully perused whole the case record.  

 It is a fact that summons to witnesses  Gahani Tigga, Birtila Orang and 

Barlika Ekka could not be able to execute  by the E.O. Prosecution failed to 

procure the attendance of other witness Tulu Tigga. Record reveals that 

summons to said witness was found to have been returned in 13 times without 
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execution stating that  they could not trace out the aforesaid witnesses. 

Summons to other witness Nihimiya Aind is returned without service  reported 

that said witness was died. So, I think that it would be futile to re-issue 

summons to said Tulu Tigga in the same set of address.  

 It has been held in S. Rama Reddy Vs. R. Remy Reddy, reported in AIR 

(SC)( 2008) 2006 that speedy trial is the fundamental right of the accused 

person.  

Considering the aforesaid view coupled with the aforesaid mandate of 

the Hon’ble Apex Court, prosecution evidence is closed.  

Accused is examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. All the allegations made against 

the accused and evidence appears against the accused put before him for his 

explanation where he denied the evidence and allegation and declined to give 

defence evidence.  

 After completion of prosecution evidence accused person was examined 

U/S 313 Cr.P.C.  All the allegations made against the accused and evidence 

appears against the accused are put before him for his explanation, where he 

denied  the evidence and allegation and declined to give defence evidence.  

 

5. I have also heard argument put forward by the ld. Counsel for both 

parties.  

 

 

   POINT FOR DETERMINATION   

 

6. The point for decision in this case are-  

(i) Whether accused persons on 1.9.2002 at about 11 AM at Taranibari 

Bahipukhuri under Mazbat P.S. caused death of Sukdhan tigga intentionally  , 

in     furtherance of common intention?  

(ii) Whether the accused persons, on the same day, time and place as stated 

above, in furtherance of common intention, concealed the dead body of 

aforesaid deceased under earth for causing disappearance of evidence with the 

intention of screening yourselves from legal punishment?  

 

DECISIONS, DISCUSONS AND REASONS FOR DECISION 
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7. To arrive at a judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on 

record. 

 

8.  PW.1 Sri Gopal Baruah, stated that on 3.9.03 he was posted as 

constable at Mazbat P.S. On that day at about 3 PM he was in duty  at sentry 

of police station.  They have seen four numbers of unknown  persons have 

taken a dead body in a Thela to their police station. Alongwith the said dead 

body in the Thela there is one “Mit dao” While the matter was informed to then 

O/C, Kanak Ch. Nath he (the then O/C)  seized the said “Mit dao” from the 

possession of the said persons. Ext.1 is the seizure list. Ext.1(1) is his 

signature. The then O/C in his presence conducted inquest upon the dead 

body. Ext.2 is the inquest report. Ext.2(1) is his signature. He does not know 

the accused persons present in the dock. The persons who have taken the 

dead body in the Thela stated to them that they have procured that dead body 

from nearby jungle.  

   

 In cross-examination, he admitted that he has seen some injury  on the 

dead body. But he cannot recall the exact position where the dead body 

sustained injury. The person reported to them that the dead body was 

recovered from a trench by digging out in the jungle. 

9. PW.2, Joseph Munda deposed before the court that he knows 

Sukhdhan. He also knows the sister of Sukhdhan. The incident took place on or 

about 9 years ago. While he was in duty in 27 number Section of Tea Estate he 

saw Sukdhan  went alone. But since that day he has not seen Sukhdhan.  

10. PW.3, the Investigating Officer, Sri Kanak Ch. Nath deposed that on 

2.9.03 he was posted as O/C of MazbatP.S. On that day, he registered a case 

upon an ejahar filed by one  Gahani Tigga, vide Mazbat P.S. case No.92/03 and 

he himself took the charge of investigation. During investigation he visited the 

place of occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses. He also prepared 

the sketch map. It comes to know from the evidence and statement of 

witnesses that Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna Matius Aind and Ilias Guria  are 

involved  in this case and attested them. Other three Dipen Lagun, Biren Lagun 

and Jowel Kandulna were not found. So by showing them as absconder  he 
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filed charge-sheet against the accused U/S 147/447/365/302/201 IPC vide 

charge-sheet No.43/04. Ext.3 is the sketch map. Ext.3 (1) is his signature. 

Ext.2 is the inquest report. Ext.2(1) is the signature of Executive Magistrate 

Goulari Michal. They came to know from witness Nihimiya Aind that while they 

went to jungle  in search of dead body they met Markus Tapno, Simon 

Kaldulna Matius Aind and they also recovered one “Mit dao” which was used by 

accused in killing the deceased. They seized one Mit-dao from the Thela and 

apprehended them. Then they took dead body to P.S. They interrogated them. 

They have also seized the “Mit dao” which the accused used in killing the 

deceased.  Thereafter, they inquest upon the dead body through Magistrate, 

Goulari Michal. Then they collected the post-mortem report. After that they 

filed charge-sheet vide Ext.4. Ext.4(1) is his signature. 

   

 In the cross-examination  he admitted that he found the dead body 

while it was taken in a Thela from the jungle. Accused told them that they took 

the dead body to police station. They have not seized the Thela by which the 

dead body was taken. He further admitted that he prepared the sketch map 

where the deceased was kidnapped. He has not taken step to record the 

confessional statement of accused u/S 164 Cr.P.C. He has not seen the seized 

dao before the court. He prepared seizure list in the police station.   

11. PW.4, Dr. B.P. Khound stated that on 4.9.03, while he was posted as 

SDM & H.O. at Mangaldai Civil Hospital, in reference to Mazbat P.S. Case 

No.92/03 U/S 147/447/365 IPC, he has performed post-mortem upon the dead 

body of Sukdhaw Tigga, 35 years male The dead body was  brought and 

identified by UBC/522 Anjok Jaglai, Sri Jalu Tigga and Zilasewis Kheletar. . On 

examination, he found the following:- 

External appearance:- 

Dead body of a male approximately 35 years age with rigor mortis absent. 

The body is covered with mud.  

INJURIES:- 

The head is decapitated from the trunk at the level of neck. The bones, 

muscles  and vessels are exposed in both the parts with blood stained. The 

face is swallon.  

Scalp, skull, vertebrae- as described.  
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Membrane- intact and congested. 

Brain is congested. Spinal cord congested.  

Liver is congested. Spleen – healthy. 

 Kidneys- both kidneys intact.. 

Bladder- empty. 

Organs of generation:- healthy. 

Walls- intact. 

Peritoneum- congested. 

Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus- as described. 

Stomach and its contents- contains undigested food particle. 

Small intestine and its contents- discharged with gas. 

Large intestine and its contents- contains focal matter 

Thorax:-  

Walls- intact. 

Ribs  and cartilage- intact 

Pleurae- congested. 

Laryax and trachea- as described.  

Both lungs are congested. 

Heart- empty 

Vessels- pale.  

The injuries are ante-mortem in nature. 

 

The  doctor opined that the cause of death is due to haemorrhage and shock 

as a result of injuries sustained. Ext.5 is his post-mortem report and Ext.5(1) is 

his signature.  

12. These much is the prosecution evidence.  

13. Defence plea is total denial. 

14.  As stated earlier prosecution has failed to procure the other witnesses 

including the complainant Smti. Gahani Tigga. The Executing Officers, who 

served summons to complainant Gahani Tigga and other witnesses Birtila 

Orang and Barlika Ekka are examined before this court. They proved all the 

circumstances under which  they could not execute  the summons to said 

witnesses. Prosecution failed to procure the attendance of other witness Tulu 

Tigga. Record reveals that summons to said witness was found to have been 
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returned in 13 times without execution stating that  they could not trace out 

the aforesaid witnesses. Summons to other witness Nihimiya Aind is returned 

without service  reported that said witness was died. The case is remained only 

for the said witness Tulu Tigga.  

 

15. Ld. counsel for accused submitted that prosecution has categorically 

failed to prove the alleged charge against the accused. Hence accused is 

required to be acquitted.  

16. Per contra, Ld. P.P., Udalguri submitted that the prosecution has ably 

proved all the ingredients of the case beyond all shadow of doubt. As such, he 

is required to be convicted.  

17. Keeping in view, the rival contention submitted by ld. respective 

counsels, I am going to dispose the case as follows.  

18. The prosecution case is that on or about 11 AM of Board day light of 

1.9.03 accused Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna Matius Aind alongwith other 9 

(nine)  numbers of unknown persons equipped with Bow, Dao, axe, lathi, 

dagger etc. came to the house of informant, kidnapped informant’s elder 

brother  Sugdhan Tigga , took him towards jungle. They threatened informant 

not to disclose the matter to police station or any person including the police. 

According to FIR the informant has seen the incident. That apart, she 

mentioned the name of the accused persons in the FIR. But the prosecution 

has categorically failed to procure the attendance of complainant Gahani Tigga. 

As stated above in spite of several  summons issued to her prosecution could 

not be able to procure the witness. The E.O. who executed the said summons 

was examined. So, the cause of not service of summons  is also proved. In 

absence of informant in the court, the FIR is remained to be proved.  

19. It is true that prosecution has able to produce only four witnesses out 

of ten numbers of calendar witnesses as shown in the charge-sheet. It has 

already stated that summons to informant, other witnesses Birtila Orang and 

Barlika Ekka were returned without service. The witness Nihimiya Aind is found 

to have been dead form the returned summons. Prosecution failed to procure 

the attendance of other witness Tulu Tigga. Record reveals that summons to 

said witness was found to have been returned in 13 times without execution 

stating that  they could not trace out the aforesaid witnesses.  
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20. The evidence of PW.4, Dr. B.P. Khound reveals that on 4.9.03, while he 

was posted as SDM & H.O. at Mangaldai Civil Hospital, in reference to Mazbat 

P.S. Case No.92/03 U/S 147/447/365 IPC, he has performed post-mortem 

upon the dead body of Sukdhaw Tigga, 35 years male The dead body was  

brought and identified by UBC/522 Anjok Jaglai, Sri Jalu Tigga and Zilasewis 

Kheletar. . On examination, he found the following injuries. The head is 

decapitated from the trunk at the level of neck. The bones, muscles  and 

vessels are exposed in both the parts with blood stained. The face is swallon. 

He opined that the cause of death is due to haemorrhage and shock as a result 

of injuries sustained. Ext.5 is his post-mortem report and Ext.5(1) is his 

signature. The accused declined to cross-examine the doctor. From the report 

and opinion of doctor it can be held  that the caused of death of the deceased 

is not natural.  

21. But here in this case prosecution has failed to procure any witness who 

could have stated that accused has committed the murder of the deceased. 

But who cause the murder. 

22. As stated above, prosecution has failed to procure the attendance  of 

informant. According to prosecution story it is the informant, who has seen the 

accused persons forcefully took the deceased from the house of informant. 

Had prosecution could produce the said witness she could have given some 

clues as to the incident. But it is a very sorry incident that prosecution has 

failed to procure the attendance of the informant, who is only eye witness of 

the kidnapping of the deceased. The other witness PW.1, who was posted as 

constable at Mazbat P.S. stated that at the relevant time at about 2.30 PM he 

was in duty  at sentry of police station.  During that time four numbers of 

unknown  persons have taken a dead body in a Thela to their police station. 

Alongwith the said dead body in the Thela there is one “Mit dao”. While the 

matter was informed to then O/C, Kanak Ch. Nath he (the O/C)  seized the 

said “Mit dao” vide Ext.1. Ext.1(1) is his signature. The O/C in his presence 

conducted inquest  upon the dead body. Ext.2 is the inquest report. Ext.2(1) is 

his signature. The persons who have taken the dead body in the Thela stated 

to him that they have procured that dead body from nearby jungle.   From his 

statement no clue  can be given as to the culprit who committed the said 

heinous crime. Similarly, PW.2, stated that he knows the deceased and also 
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knows the sister of deceased. The incident took place on or about 9 years ago. 

While he was in duty in 27 number Section of Tea Estate he saw Sukdhan  

went alone. He came to know that since that day Sukhdhan did not return. He 

was interrogated by police. So, PW.2 no way support the contention of the FIR. 

Because, according to FIR it is the accused persons who kidnapped the 

deceased from his house. But according to PW.2 he saw Sukhdhan go alone 

towards garden and since then he did not return. So, his evidence is not used 

for prosecution.  

23. PW.3, the Investigating Officer, Sri Kanak Ch. Nath stated that on 

2.9.03 he was posted as O/C of Mazbat P.S. On that day, he registered a case 

upon an ejahar filed by one  Gahani Tigga, vide Mazbat P.S. case No.92/03 and 

he himself took the charge of investigation. During investigation he visited the 

place of occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses. He also prepared 

the sketch map. It comes to know from the evidence and statement of 

witnesses that Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna Matius Aind and Ilias Guria  are 

involved  in this case and attested them. Other three Dipen Lagun, Biren Lagun 

and Jowel Kandulna were not found. So by showing them as absconder  he 

filed charge-sheet against the accused U/S 147/447/365/302/201 IPC. Ext.3 is 

the sketch map. Ext.3 (1) is his signature. It is the I.O. who stated that while 

he went to investigate the case during rescue the dead body he went towards 

jungle. He saw accused Markus Tapno, Simon Kaldulna  and Matius Aind had 

taken a dead body  in a Thela with a “Mit dao” he apprehended the said 

persons and thereafter, dead body was recovered. It is again stated that  

during interrogation all the seven numbers of accused confessed before him 

that they have committed the said crime. But it is interesting to note that the 

said I.O. did not make any prayer  before the ld. Magistrate to record the 

confessional statement of the aforesaid accused.  

24. Another aspect  to look into in the present case is that according to I.O. 

he seized the dao from the possession of accused persons while they took the 

dead body in a Thela towards police station. On the other hand, it is PW.1 who 

was remained as a sentry at the Mazbat P.S. stated that while the accused 

persons took a dead body in a Thela inside the police station campus their O/C 

has seized the said Mit-dao from the Thela. So, the place of seizure in between 

the statement of I.P. and the PW.1 is quite different.   
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25. As discussed above, here in the present case there is no any direct 

evidence. None of the witness has stated that it is he or she saw the accused 

causing death of the deceased. Apart from the fact that prosecution evidence 

does not establish anything further than the fact that the deceased Sukhdhan 

Tigga was died. PW.1 and the I.O. stated that they found the dead body while 

the accused persons took in a Thela towards the police station. But none of the 

said witnesses stated that they have seen any injury upon the dead body. 

Except doctor who conducted post-mortem none of he witness stated about 

the injury sustained by the deceased. There is no prosecution evidence that 

any of the accused was present when the deceased was died. No doubt the 

evidence of PW.1 and 4 on whose evidence  the prosecution relies upon to 

establish the charge of murder against the accused, but already stated that 

prosecution failed to procure  the attendance  of other witnesses.  

26. Another lacuna in the present case is that PW.4, Dr. B.P. Khound 

performed post-mortem upon the dead body found the head is decapitated 

from the trunk at the level of neck. The bones, muscles  and vessels are 

exposed in both the parts with blood stained. But, there is no any evidence 

neither any material to show that accused used any sharp cutting weapon to 

cause cut injury upon the deceased. As such to cause the aforesaid cut injuries 

by the deceased is found to be remained prove. 

 

27. To prove the charge U/S 302 IPC, prosecution must prove that-  

(i) That the death of some human being was caused; 

(ii) That such death was caused by the accused or was  the consequence  of 

the act of the accused; 

(iii) That the accused did so 

(a) with the intention of causing death, or 

(b) That the accused knew that his act was likely to cause death; or 

(c) The injury ( inflicted or caused) by the accused was sufficient in the 

ordinary cause of nature to cause death. 

 

28. Here in the present case, as discussed above prosecution has failed to 

prove any of the aforesaid ingredients in the present case.  
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29. Under such circumstances, accused is entitled to get benefit of doubt 

and hence acquitted him and set him liberty forthwith.  

Let the GR case No.394/03 be sent to the ld. committal court alongwith 

a copy of judgment.  

 Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 12th  day of 

June,15 at Udalguri Court. 

 

   (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

Dictated and corrected by me 

and each page bears by signature. 

 

    (A.K.Borah)                                                                                                                                  

Sessions Judge, 

        Udalguri, BTAD. 

 

Transcribed and typed by me:- 

 

(Jitumani Sarma/Steno.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


